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EXIMIA HR77 PLATINUM takes only 7 days to obtain convincing
results. A unique multipurpose avant-grade technology for the
newest and most resolving techniques of body contouring.

EXIMIA HR77 PLATINUM is the innovative solution that ensures
fat reduction, improves oxygenation, takes off excess centimeters,
models and firms up, abolishes cellulite, and tones up and
rejuvenates both skin and tissue.

The FUTURE of The BODY
CONTOURING is NON-SURGICAL

EXIMIA HR77 PLATINUM offers absolute beauty and
complete physical wellbeing without any need for
time-consuming surgery procedures.
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BODY CONTOURING
& ANTI-AGING
NON-INVASIVE
WAY



What Eximia HR77 can do for you?
LIGHT DIODE PORATION

Reduction in volume of adipose tissue

Exclusive patent!
UNIQUE and EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE
to SURGICAL LIPOSUCTION, allows to
significantly and irreversibly decrease

the volume of adipose tissue.
MULTIPOLAR LASERPORATION acts

directly and incisively in an
extraordinary short time and without

any side effects.

ENDORADIOMAG
Softening and Defibrotozing tissues

Exclusive patent! INTENSE FOUR
MOTION skin STIMULATION

Cutting edge result of scientific
studies, - 360° range of action on any

kind of body's beauty flaw.
Unique rotating nozzle enhances the

effectiveness and impact of the
procedure.

RADIOPORATION SQUARE TECH
Restore Tone and Firmness of tissues

The new Radioporation Square-Tec®
head combines 4 electrodes that
irradiate EP and Mulitipolar RF in

asynchronous and sequential activity
which stimulate, reactivate, and
rehabilitate the tissues in depth.

Restore tone, firmness and
compactness to the superficial and

deep tissues.

ENDO FACE
Immediate Lifting effect

A dedicated Radio lift multipolar
hand piece is specially designed to

create the maximal energy
concentration exactly where it is

necessary, in order to act on the most
difficult to reach areas. It efficiently

decreases wrinkles, while adding skin
tone and providing the much needed

lifting effect, making skin younger
and firmer

Refine and harmonize shape without surgery in just 7 days.

Aesthetic, non-surgical, effective, and non-invasive solution

UNIQUE of its kind allows to CREATE 3D AVATAR of patient's
silhouette and to showcase achievable results, both final and
intermediate ones. My Touch EVALUATES the seriousness of
beauty flaws and calculates the treatment typology,
projecting the PERSONALISED RESULTS based on statistics
data
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MICRODERMOLIFT
Accelerating the revitalixzation

processes

Improve skin tone and
prepare it for the next step with a

delicate exfoliation action, insuring
skin's natural oxidation and

rejuvenation. 


